About the Book
Many of us got our start in tracing and preserving our family history based on a story,
perhaps one you heard as a child. Do you remember how engaging that story was?
Was it the story itself or how the storyteller presented the information? Whatever the
reasons, the story had an impact and if not preserved on paper or in an audio recording,
that story is somehow preserved in your mind.
Fast forward to the 21st century and it seems that “what’s old is new again” with
storytelling one of the hot buzz words. The fact is that oral history and storytelling as it
involves family and ancestry has been around ever since humans walked the earth.
Before writing forms existed and even as recently as the early 20th century with a lack
of vital records, family history was preserved as oral history.
Preserving Your Family’s Oral History and Stories provides you with all the
information on the latest methods and tools used to capture and preserve those family
stories. In addition, once you’ve learned how it easy it is to build a family archive of
stories, you’ll want to share them with others using the tips and tricks provided in this
book.
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All rights reserved. No part of this book may be reproduced in any form without
permission in writing from the author. Reviewers may quote brief passages in reviews.
Disclaimer and FTC Notice
No part of this publication may be reproduced or transmitted in any form or by any
means, mechanical or electronic, including photocopying or recording, or by any
information storage and retrieval system, or transmitted by email without permission in
writing from the publisher.
While all attempts have been made to verify the information provided in this publication,
neither the author nor the publisher assumes any responsibility for errors, omissions, or
contrary interpretations of the subject matter herein.
Neither the author nor the publisher assumes any responsibility or liability whatsoever
on the behalf of the purchaser or reader of these materials.
From time to time, I will use affiliate links in my books and guides. What does this
mean? Well if you click on the link and make a purchase, I get a small sales
commission. This is part of my business strategy. I’m not selling my opinion or
endorsement by using these links; when I use affiliate links, it means I believe in the
product and have built up a relationship with the vendor. You should always do your
own research on any product you purchase online.

What Is “Oral History” and Why Is It Important to Families?

Many of us got our start in tracing and preserving our family history based on a story,
perhaps one you heard as a child. Do you remember how engaging that story was?
Was it the story itself or how the storyteller presented the information? Whatever the
reasons, the story had an impact and if not preserved on paper or in an audio recording,
that story is somehow preserved in your mind.
Fast forward to the 21st century and it seems that “what’s old is new again” with
storytelling one of the hot buzz words. The fact is that oral history and storytelling as it
involves family and ancestry has been around ever since humans walked the earth.
Before writing forms existed and even as recently as the early 20th century with a lack
of vital records, family history was preserved as oral history.
Each family may have had one or more persons designated to be the story keeper and
tasked with making sure that not only the story and its importance was preserved, but
that someone in the next generation kept the story alive and worthy of passing down to
future generations.
With today’s technology, we have the ability not just to record the story as well as the
voice of the storyteller, but we have so many options available to preserve those stories
and to share them with the rest of the family.
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Getting Started – A Checklist for Family Oral History
Preservation

If you plan on capturing and preserving your family’s oral history, here are some tools,
forms and procedures you may want to include:

Communication and Scheduling


Determine who you want to interview, list the reasons why, and schedule
possible dates and locations.



Also determine the best way to contact the interview subject. Older relatives who
don’t know you personally won’t respond well to a phone call. Consider using
another relative such as a cousin who knows them better to “broker” a
connection and help set up the interview.



Schedule the date and time of the interview and the location. Make sure the
location is quiet and free from distractions. If it’s a long distance interview over
Skype, the broker suggestion above might be a good idea, especially if the
person being interviewed is not familiar with this technology.



Send your invite and outline the reason for the interview and the types of
questions to expect.
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Make it clear to the interview subject as to how the interview will be conducted
and what devices you will be using. Also elaborate on how you plan to structure
the interview. For example, let your subject know that you plan to ask one
question at a time and that you would like a five minute or less response to each
question.



Manage your expectations. Reassure the person being interviewed that you are
not expecting perfectly thought-out phrasing. Emphasize that you are looking for
a story and pattern of speech that best reflects them and their life history.



Check to see if you will have access to a wireless Internet connection during the
interview. This is important if you are using any cloud service or other platforms
to upload content.

Recording Devices and Platforms


Always review the instructions on how to use each device and platform. Also
practice using the device before the actual interview.



Bring batteries and a power supply or necessary charging devices!



Have a backup plan in case a device or platform doesn’t work. Remember you
may have worked hard to schedule the interview and you may only have once
chance at this!



Make sure your interview subject is comfortable with the recording device or
platform. If there is a possibility that the interview subject could be confused by
the technology, consider buying an old fashioned phone handset that plugs into
the “high tech” device. Some of these inexpensive handsets come with noise
reduction technologies that can overcome background noise.

Interview Questions and Prompts


If using a release form, make sure you have hard copies and electronic copies
available.



Create a list of questions to use during the interview. Make sure you have a
printed copy of the questions as well as an electronic version (PDF) on an iPad,
tablet computer or other device.



For older interview subjects, print each question on an index card or piece of
paper with large font. Also include a relevant image which might prompt a
response.



Consider sending the questions in advance. Some people prefer knowing the
questions before the interview so that they can think about (but not rehearse)
their responses.



Don’t forget to bring old family photographs since these will often invoke
memories.
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Create a master list of questions and then sort the questions into grouped
themes. You may not be able to cover all questions in one interview, so use one
theme for one interview, another for the next, etc.

Sharing Methods and Platforms


You don’t need to have a sharing method or platform selected prior to the
interview; however, some interview subjects would like to know exactly what kind
of “end product” you hope to produce.



Make a list of different ways you hope to preserve and share your interview
content. Spend time with each one and focus on those that are easy to use and
produce the best results.

Follow Up Materials


Send a thank you note or email or make a phone call to thank the interview
subject for their time.



If you are publishing the interview in print or some other format, consider offering
the interview subject a chance to review the content first.



Transcribe oral interviews when you have time. Consider using a program to do
this or send it out to a transcribing service.



Send a copy of the final published work to the interview subject.
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A Review of Oral History Recording Tools

There are many options available to preserve your family’s oral history, from the “tried
and true” and obvious to the “out of the box,” unusual and not-so-obvious. The most
important factor in selecting a tool for preserving family stories is to select one that
works for you as the story keeper and also communicates effectively to other family
members when sharing the stories.
In addition, as you research the closets and boxes of family history material provided to
you by relatives, you may encounter a variety of items previously used to preserve oral
history. These include audio tapes, home movies, slides and more. Each tool is
reviewed along with recommendations on how to preserve those precious family stories.

Audio
When most of us think “oral history” we think audio, we think of the voices of ancestors
capture for eternity (or at least as long as that cassette tape can be played!). Sound is
one of these elements which bring high storytelling impact to the table when preserving
family history. It is one thing to read a story written by an ancestor, it is another to hear
that same ancestor telling his or her story.
The tools used to capture audio are varied and are changing quite quickly with modern
technology. In gathering your family history items, you may have encountered some of
these:


Records: While you might think it was expensive to have a recording produced
on a “disc” (which came in 78 rpm then 45 rpm then in lp or “long play” format),
you’d be surprised at how many families find records with the voices of
ancestors. During World War II, it was common for cities where soldiers and
sailors took leave to have stores and booths that allowed them to “send a
message home” in the form of a record.
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Tapes: Cassette (regular, mini and micro) and reel-to-reel formats are most
common especially since during the 1960s and 1970s it was affordable to
purchase a cassette recorder. Using such tapes to preserve oral history is not
common these days given the advent of digital audio recorders.



Digital: The most common method of recording an interview or story currently is
to use a hand-held digital recorder. The data is recorded to a SD card or some
other digital storage device and then can be transferred to a computer. Over the
past five years, the hand-held recorder has given way to the smartphone app
since most of these devices have recording and storage mechanisms already
built-in.

Video
Starting in the 1950s, it was affordable for families to purchase their own movie camera
and record the major life events such as weddings, birthdays and vacations. These
early cameras didn’t allow for audio to be included, but with the advent of video in the
1970s, audio was easy to add when preserving and capturing a memory. Fast-forward
(literally) to the present and video has gone digital and is common place due to the
rapid growth of smartphone usage.
In gathering your family history items, you may have encountered some of these:


Film: It is rare to find home movies prior to the 1950s and what you do encounter
should be preserved and copied into digital format right away. These materials
degrade quickly and for many the potential loss of these memories would be
devastating.



Tape: VHS, Betamax and other formats were common in the 1970s through the
late 1990s. Again, you may not have the equipment available to view these tapes
and the material can degrade over time. Converting to digital format ensures
future access and prevents loss of these stories.



Digital: Hand-held digital video appeared in the 1990s and is still available
although the advent of the smartphone has seen the decline in usage of these
devices. The biggest danger in terms of loss of these family memories is deletion
or overwriting of files, especially when hard-disk failure is involved. Always have
a backup of the files, and even more than one backup if possible.
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Writing
Family stories in written form are usually created out of several approaches to family
stories and memories.
The auto-biography format is rather rare for most families since many of our ancestors
may not have felt comfortable with their writing due to lack of education or lack of
confidence in their writing skills. This usually led to a family member conducting an
interview of the ancestor during which time they took down notes and later
reconstructed the story. While it is valuable to have such stories available, there is
always the fear that not every fact or nuance was captured and then translated by the
interviewer. In addition, the written word does not often convey the emotion and power
of a family story.

Other
While family memories were and continue to be preserved using the audio, video and
writing tools above, don’t forget that these methods were also used and you may
encounter them in your family’s archives:


Photos: Can photos tell a story, especially a family story? To a certain degree,
the image captured can tell the viewer facts such as date, place and the persons
involved. There may be writing on the back of the photo to “connect the dots.”
While heavy on the visual impact, the viewer is often left to piece together a story
based on which is seen and the other family stories they have heard.



Slides: The mere mention of “slides” can conjure up memories of boring family
vacation presentations and in more severe cases send family members scurrying
from the room. But these slides are just like photos above, just on a more
modern and colorful medium; they deserve to be preserved and somehow
included when compiling and preserving family memories.



Mementos: Certain items such as heirloom quilts, medals and more can tell a
story, but like photos and slides, there are limitations. As you’ll see below, many
of these items can be repurposed as “prompts” to generate family storytelling and
in interviews to be captured using digital tools.

Note: To preserve many of these items and to ensure their access for years to come,
see the Incorporating Existing Content section below.
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Interviewing Family Members

Sometimes it seems like interviewing another member of your family would be a breeze,
right? The fact is that getting a parent, grandparent, aunt or uncle to actually sit down
and be interviewed is half the battle. Quite a bit of preparation is needed on your part as
the interviewer and you need to have some basic skills which you’ll use during the
interview if you want great results.

Tips and Tricks for Interviewing Family Members


Be prepared. Make sure you have all your equipment and your questions or
prompts. There are times when an opportunity for an interview pops up
unexpectedly. Make sure you are adept at improvising; having an app like
Saving Memories Forever on your smartphone is good insurance!



Ask permission. Keep track of your time and if necessary, ask if you can extend
the interview. If using a digital recorder or smartphone app, ask permission of the
interview subject and also take time to explain the tool or the process.



One question at a time. Don’t bunch several questions together in one long
question. Short, open-ended questions asked one at a time work best.



Fly solo (mostly). Plan on doing the interview in a one-on-one format.
Sometimes having others around can be inhibiting unless you are at a family
gather such as a wedding or a holiday meal. Especially when dealing with difficult
topics, make sure that the interview subject is comfortable telling their story with
those in the room.



Use the grandkids. Sometimes it is can be difficult to get older family members
to answer questions. Consider using the grandchildren to ask the questions. No
grandparent can resist telling their story to an interested child.



Multiple interview subjects help to focus on relationships. Having two or
more persons as part of an interview can allow for a natural exchange of
comments and those comments in turn, give some insight into the relationship
between those people.
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Use props. Photos and family mementos are great to elicit stories and bring
back memories. Bring the props out one by one.



Don’t interrupt. If inspiration strikes and you think of a good question, jot it down
and save it for another part of the interview.



Don’t challenge inaccurate information. During a response to a question you
may see that the information offered conflicts with your research or what others
have offered. Don’t contradict and don’t challenge. You’ll have time to process
the information and to put it into context of your family’s history later on as you
compile and prepare the contents for preservation and sharing.



Don’t tire out your subject. Most interviews should be one hour or less in
length with a max of 90 minutes. Saving Memories Forever suggests that the
response for each question should take about five minutes and that the entire
interview should last no longer than 45 minutes. In reality, the interview should
stop when you first see that your subject is getting tired. Remember, you want
the interview to be a positive experience and possibly lead to future interviews.



Redirect and bring them back. Sometimes a person will go off on a tangent
and speak about a topic that is not relevant. Deftly and gently bring them back
around to the original question. Having the question written down and in a
position where the interviewee can refer to it will also help with focus.



Check the time. If you and your subject have agreed on a set end time, respect
this and schedule another interview if necessary.



Don’t frame the discussion. If your research shows that a person was hard to
live with or perhaps had difficult relations with others, don’t offer those details on
the initial question. See what the interview subject response with and then followup with “Well, I heard that . . .” or “Uncle Charles told me that . . .” and offer your
evidence.



Silence counts. It is fine if your interview subject is silent for a short time;
generating memories is hard work! These gaps can be edited out later on.



Don’t interrogate. Some older relatives may not offer up names and dates in the
beginning; don’t pepper them with questions. Circle back with questions such as
“What was Aunt Cora’s maiden name?”



Don’t show off. The interview is not about you and your skills. Your family
member is the star so let their star shine.



Transcribe right away. Don’t put off transcribing the oral interview if that is part
of your project. Do this while the details of the interview are fresh in your mind.



Send a thank you note. Make sure the interview subject is thanked and is
appreciated for their contribution. This can also ensure future interviews with the
same person.
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Interview Ideas from an Expert: Kim Weitkamp
Kim Weitkamp is an internationally known, professional storyteller and provides
valuable storytelling and interviewing tips to Saving Memories Forever users. Her
material has been featured on NPR (National Public Radio), SiriusXM, and other radio
stations throughout the states. Kim is best known for her personal stories of growing up
free range in Amish Country, Pennsylvania. Her stories give the listener a humorous yet
poignant view of life and growing up. Her articles on genealogy, storytelling, and family
history have been published in various magazines and journals. Kim is passionate
about the power of story (in business and in the home) and story coupled with
genealogy/family history. She regularly keynotes on these topics. You can learn more
about Kim by visiting her website at http://www.kimweitkamp.com.


Start with the oldest. I want to encourage you to begin your story gathering with
the oldest folks in your family. The main reason for this is because you never
know how long you will have them. But a word of caution when you do this. If you
are using the Saving Memories Forever system, explain to them that you are
interviewing storytellers in all age brackets in your family. Show them the Saving
Memories Forever app where you have some storytellers in these different age
brackets already set up. Starting with the oldest storytellers supplies not only
valuable information about your family, but also a glimpse into history itself.



Beware of note taking. One of the toughest things I have found when
interviewing family members and friends is that when they saw me writing things
down, they would tend to be more cautious and less relaxed.



One thing leads to another. When asking the person a question, sit back and
prepare for the twists and turns of the conversation. Listen carefully to where
your questions lead the person. You can find out very interesting things by
paying attention to the side thoughts or digressions. Sometimes these end up
revealing the most wonderful memories, turning your original question into a key
that opened a door to much, much more.



Holidays! Set aside a bit of time to bring together a child and a family member.
Let the child pick out one or two questions from the Saving Memories Forever
app and then let them interview the family member. Nothing is sweeter than
listening to a child ask Grandma or Uncle Pete questions about growing up. It is
a recorded moment that will be highly treasured, especially in the years to come.



Record the school year. First day of school, first sporting event, first report
card, and first awards. These are the memories that will become your family
history. You already use your mobile phone to snap pictures! With your Saving
Memories Forever phone app, you can use it to also capture conversations about
these things! Make it simple by looking ahead each month to see if there is an
event happening that you want to record or ask your child if there is an event
they want captured. Plan on when you are going to interview your child and think
through the questions beforehand. Be sure to keep it casual and make it fun. Let
them know what you are planning and turn it into a yearlong family project.
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Make a movie. Once you have the pictures on your phone and the audio
uploaded, you can easily put together a fun, end of year movie using basic
software on most PCs and laptops. These mini films filled with pictures and
conversations with your child are the modern day form of genealogy archiving.

Sample Interview Questions
For many of us, the most difficult part of conducting an interview is finding the right
questions to ask. Here is a selection grouped by age range of the interview subject and
by theme. Always try to build flexibility into an interview. The “Other Memories” option at
the end of each category below allows you to ask questions that pop into your mind
during the interview or others that you thought of during your preparation.
This questions below are copyrighted by Saving Memories Forever and are used by
permission.
Childhood Years 0-12












Where and when were you born?
What did you enjoy doing?
Describe your mother and father.
Describe your siblings, aunts, uncles, etc.
Describe your childhood home.
What did you like about school?
Tell me about your friends.
Tell me about your pets.
Describe your early family adventures.
What did you want to be when you grew up?
Other childhood memories.

Teenage Years 13-19












Describe your town.
What did you like about school?
Describe your best friends.
What was a typical school day?
What was it like to learn to drive?
Describe yourself as a teen.
Any extra-curricular activities?
Describe your first job.
Describe your grandparents.
What historical events do you remember?
Other teenage memories.

Adult Years 20-25




What was your first “real” job?
How would you describe your best friends?
Where did you live?
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Did you date/marry?
Describe your family.
What was your favorite saying?
What technology did you use?
Describe your favorite trip.
What historical events do you remember?
Other memories from 20-25.

Adult Years 26-40











How has your life changed?
Describe your town and home.
Tell me about your friends.
Describe the most interesting place you visited.
Describe your family.
Births, Deaths, additions to the family?
What did you like to do?
What was your favorite car? Why?
What historical events do you remember?
Other memories for 26-40

Adult Years 41-55












Who did you admire?
Describe the political environment.
Describe your family.
What did you like to do?
Describe your friends.
Which vacation was the best?
What did you do for fun?
What do you wish you could change?
Describe your job.
What historical events do you remember?
Other memories from 41 to 55

Adult 56+












Describe your family.
What do you like to do?
What are your happiest moments?
Describe a perfect day.
Where did you live?
What are your future plans?
What is the future you wish for your family?
Describe your life by decades.
What was the best vacation you had?
What historical events do you remember?
Other memories from 56 onward.
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Jokes




What is the funniest joke you have heard?
What is the funniest thing you have seen?
Other jokes you love to tell.

Philosophy






What would you want your children to know?
What do you believe?
What guided your decisions?
Describe yourself.
Other thoughts on philosophy.

Religion




Have your religious beliefs changed over time?
How were you brought up?
Other thoughts on religion.

Other stories and songs




What part of your life would you change?
What got you through stressful times?
What songs did you love (sing them)?

See the How It Works section of the Saving Memories Forever website for more
questions and tips.
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Organizing and Producing Your Family’s Story

For many, the most difficult part of preserving your family’s history – oral and other
formats – is dealing with the vast array of “stuff” accumulated. Here are some
approaches to keep in mind and implementing them can help ensure success.

Take Inventory of Your Content
Whether your project is large or small, make sure you have a way to track what you
have so you know what you need. Develop a labeling system, perhaps color-coded
based on the type of element. Or a numbering system. Use a spreadsheet or a digital
document online to track items.

Create a Project and Task List
Getting from wanting to interview an older interview to actually having the interview
complete and preserved can involve lots of work and many steps. Use a spreadsheet to
outline each element and mark them off your list. Use the same approach for the overall
project of preserving a family story.

Modularize the Story via Story Boarding
While index or flash cards may seem “old fashioned” the concept of breaking down a
story into elements or segments works and is a proven tactic for telling stories. If you
are working on a story about your grandfather’s arrival in the United States, break the
story down into elements such as background, life in the old country, preparing to leave,
the trip, etc. You can arrange the elements in different orders if needed. And don’t forget
that index cards have gone digital!
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Use a Timeline
When focusing on one person or a specific time period, you may want to use a timeline
program not just to place facts of the story in order, but more importantly to see other
historical events running parallel to your family story.
In addition, many of these timelines can be published to images and used in your
preserved family history.

Keeping Things Organized & Accessible
One of the real challenges of preserving your family stories is keeping them organized
and accessible. Personally, I think Saving Memories Forever does a good job of this.
Indeed, the fact that their Premium service allows you to search for a specific story by
using a tag word is a huge reason to consider paying for that benefit. There is nothing
more frustrating than having some incredible recorded stories and not being able to find
them.
Saving Memories Forever also allows you to share stories. You can announce that
you’ve recorded a new story on your Facebook wall. Later on, the system gives you the
option of emailing people with whom you actually want to share the stories with. The
system provides prompts, making both announcing and sharing an easy process.
The Premium service at Saving Memories Forever also gives you unlimited storytellers
and listeners. While the free service gives you a taste of what’s available, once you get
going, this unlimited feature is another solid reason to consider Premium service.
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Incorporating Existing Content

Very often we have access to a wide variety of items related to our family history that
can be used in addition to audio or other forms of oral history. The focus in the 21st
century is towards multi-dimensional and multi-sensory experiences and this applies to
understanding family stories as well.

Converting Old Home Movies, Audio Recordings, Slides and Videos
It is likely that you are sitting on a stockpile of home movies, slides, video tapes and
even tape recordings related to family history. Or you may have access to these
treasures through another family member. The challenge for most of us is how to
access the memories hidden in these media forms, especially since we may not have
the devices to view the information.
You have two choices when it comes to converting various media to a more userfriendly and up-to-date format: do-it-yourself (DIY) or have a service perform the
conversion for you.
There are strong arguments for and against each method:


The DIY method can save you money and allows you to review content either as
it is being converted or right afterwards. However you may have to purchase a
device (like a scanner for photo negatives) which you’ll only use once. In
addition, you may need to learn new technical skills in order to ensure the best
resolution and quality of the final converted product.
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Sending items out for conversion can save time and be more cost effective with a
large number of items. In addition, the vendor is often expert in the type of media
and will deliver a higher quality converted product than you could produce at
home. However, with thousands of slides or hundreds of home movies, the cost
can be prohibitive and you can only review the results once the converted media
is delivered.

There are a variety of vendors available to convert your valuable family memories to a
more up-to-date format such as DVD. Make sure you review all information provided,
ask for references or contact others who may have used their services. In addition, use
warehouse and superstores as well as drugstores (Costco, Wal-Mart, CVS, Walgreens,
etc.) which provide these services both online and in-store at a photo center.
See the Resources List section at the end of the book for a listing of various vendors
specializing in conversion of home movies, slides, and other memory-related media.

Photos and Images Can Tell Stories Too!
The best way to preserve photos is to first make sure you have a scanned digital copy
that is high resolution.


Clean the glass on the scanner before each use.



Carefully position the photo and align with the scanner guides before scanning.
This is easier than having to “rotate” the image using photo editing software after
the scan.



Do not remove photos that are glued into scrapbooks or from those “magnetic”
photo albums. Scan the entire page and then crop the photos you want.



Always scan at the highest possible resolution, 300 dpi (“dots per inch”)
minimum, 600 dpi preferred.



After scanning, create a copy of each digital image file, add the word “MASTER”
to the file name, and place these in a separate folder. Then work with the other
file to make edits, color correction, cropping. This way you always have a master
copy for use in case you make a mistake during the editing process.



Place a dark piece of cloth, such as velvet, on top of the photo to block out
ambient light.



Once the image is scanned, look to preserve the item using sound archival
materials that won’t lead to further deterioration.

Finally, consider using a portable scanner, such as the Flip-Pal™ mobile scanner, which
you can take with you to a relative’s house and scan photos as part of the interview
process.
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Add In The Uncommon and Unexpected
There really is no end to what you can include when you are preserving family
memories. Very often, what seems common or mundane is overlooked and trashed;
only to be regretted at a later date and time. Most of these items can be either
photographed or scanned for preservation purposes.










Address Books
Bills and Receipts
Church or synagogue related items such as flyers, announcements, etc.
Cookbooks and recipe cards
Home repair bills, invoices, lists.
Military medals and patches
Postcards
Embroidery, Quilts, Piecework, Doilies, Knitting and Crocheted items
Work related newsletters, pins, buttons, items related to retirement

And remember that when scanning or taking photos, to turn items like photos and quilts
over to get the reverse side. For printed materials, scan or photograph each page
including inside and outside covers.

Remember to Use Platforms That Offer Options
In the section Modern Methods for Oral History Preservation and Sharing below,
make sure you select a platform that allows you to embed video, include audio clips and
insert photos and scans of the items listed above.
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Modern Methods for Oral History Preservation and Sharing

Two terms can adequately describe the current approach to preserving a family stories
which includes oral history: multi-media and multi-access. This means creating items
that touch as many senses as possible such as sight, sound and even smell.
What are the best ways to take your transcribed interview text, scanned family photos,
recorded audio files and more and not only preserve them for years to come, but also
share them with others? Here are some options you may want to consider:

Digital Storytelling Platforms
Rather than preserve various components of your family’s history in different places –
both online and offline – why not consider a website or app that covers most if not all of
the areas for you? Digital storytelling platforms not only offer convenience for the family
story keeper, but also are more engaging especially for the younger generations.
Saving Memories Forever (http://SavingMemoriesForever.com)
One of the best ways to record family stories and interviews and then share them
with family members is at Saving Memories Forever. With apps for iPhone and
Android, there is no need to use a digital recorder – just use the power of the
Saving Memories Forever app on your smartphone. In addition, the app guides
you with different questions and allows you to add storytellers. The premium
version, at a low monthly or even lower yearly fee, offers not only unlimited
stories but also lets you add photos, tags and even Microsoft Word documents.
One of the clear benefits of going with the Premium version is the preservation
factor. You can download a zip file of all your stories at no additional cost.
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Treelines (http://treelines.com)
Treelines bills itself as “a robust storytelling platform with full family tree
integration.” Click here to see a sample “story line.” You can upload photos, enter
text and even upload a family tree file (in GEDCOM format). but you can’t upload
audio files of interviews with family. The end product appears along a timeline for
a specific ancestor.

Blogs and Websites
One of the best ways to tell a story these days, and to reach the “younger” audiences, is
through the use of blogs and websites. Many of us who are regarded as the story
keepers in the family are hesitant to start a blog or create a website, mainly due to our
perception of the technology needed to create and maintain these sites. The truth is that
over the past few years, the methods used to create online sites has changed
tremendously; no longer do you need to know programming codes or how to layout
components. Many of the programs below are not only easy to you and employ a “what
you see is what you get” concept, but are also free!
Blogger (http://www.blogger.com)
The fastest way to create a blog online and in under 5 minutes! Owned by
Google and also known as “blogspot,” Blogger is easy to use and free. One of
the best examples of a family storytelling blog is Caroline Pointer’s Family
Stories blog (http://yourfamilystory-cmpointer.blogspot.com/). Notice how she
incorporates images and family photos as part of the story.
Also keep in mind that Blogger allows you to keep your blog private and only
invite family members to be readers or even authors/contributors. If privacy is a
concern, try creating a private blog and then after a few weeks, determine if you
want to go public. One huge advantage of going public is reaching a much wider
audience with your stories.
Visit the Blogger website, create an account, then get started on your online
storytelling adventure!
WordPress (http://www.wordpress.com)
Similar to Blogger above, WordPress offers many more options for the new
blogger. There is a free version (wordpress.com) or a paid version
(wordpress.org) of WordPress; keep in mind that if you use the free version, you
may have to put up with ads on your site.
Weebly (http://www.weebly.com)
One of the easiest to use website creation platforms is Weebly and at a great
price: FREE! You can have up to two different sites with a free account and sites
are built using a unique “drag and drop” technique. There are many templates
and customization options available with the free version; however, to add video
clips or audio clips, you will need to purchase a yearly subscription.
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Self-Published Books
Just like blogs and websites, the goal of publishing your own book is much more
achievable than it was years ago. Many story keepers and storytellers are taking a “doit-yourself” approach and creating books on-line and available for sale to family, friends
and the public.
Lulu (http://www.lulu.com)
What can you do with a written manuscript filled with your family’s stories? Use a
“print on demand” site such as Lulu.com to submit your digital file (Microsoft
Word or PDF) and then you’re already on your way to publishing a book. Add a
cover and author information and you can then decide on a print format or even
an e-book. Lulu is the leader in self-publishing and offers many options as well as
discounts.
Stories To Tell Books (http://www.storiestotellbooks.com/)
If publishing your own book seems like a daunting project, work with a vendor
like Stories To Tell Books and the process becomes enjoyable. Stories To Tell
has various ways of assisting you so you get the help you need and get that
family story book finished! As the Stories To Tell website states: “We specialize
in helping authors through the process, from beginning to end. First-time authors
appreciate our guidance, and experienced authors recognize and appreciate the
value of our services, saving them time and money while producing a
professional book.”

Video
For many, creating your own video can be time consuming, even with modern apps
such as iMovie. Why? You may need to plan out or “story board” your movie, add music
or voice over narration, and develop a script if you really want to create a meaningful
family video. The time-consuming aspects and technical challenges often mean
incomplete video projects. However, recent apps and websites have streamlined the
process through the use of templates and easy-to-use features.
Reel Genie (http://www.reelgenie.com)
What if you could upload your own family photos and even audio and video clips
and create a “family documentary” type movie online and at an affordable price?
Reel Genie provides you with all the tools necessary to create a video including
soundtracks, image editing and embellishments, the ability to narrate scenes and
more. In addition, your video is very “shareable” meaning you can invite others to
view it online or even produce a DVD version.
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Get Creative!
Who said you had to stick to the “tried and true” methods of storytelling and preserving
your family’s oral history? There are many ways in which our memories are triggered
including sight, sound and smell. Consider these options:
Heritage Cookbooks
Does your family have stories linked to recipes or favorite holiday dishes?
Consider using one of the platforms above to write up those recipes and then ask
family members for stories related to the dish. Include photos and then make the
information available either online or in a printed book.
Photo Books
The same publishers of print on demand books like Lulu.com offer options to
create photo books. Upload your digitized photos and then add your transcribed
interview content and create a cherished memento that other family members will
want to show off to friends and family.
DIY Gifts
Family photos can bring back memories and start a conversation that you’ll want
to preserve. Why not take those same photos and turn them into unique family
gifts? Check out the Pinterest boards for the Flip-Pal mobile scanner including
Ready, Set, GIFT!.
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Privacy Issues: Oral History and Family Stories

As we’ve seen there are great benefits to pursuing the preservation, collection and
sharing of family oral history especially with the large number of digital tools available in
the 21st century. But there is also a potential down side and dark side involving privacy
and living family members. Here are some areas of concern and tips on how to proceed
in your oral history project while still preserving and respecting a person’s right to
privacy.

Published or Private
There are ways you can still preserve your family’s stories through oral history and still
ensure privacy of those involved in the interviews and the project itself. The key
question is will your final product be published in some form (video, audio, book, blog,
website, or social media) or kept private?
More important to this discussion is this fact: often you can’t predict what will eventually
happen to the content collected. What if you start out with the vision of producing a book
for a family reunion but then you want to publish it online? You can’t always anticipate
what will be done 5, 10 or 20 years down the road with the information. This is why
asking permission up-front before interviewing a family member or collecting photos and
documents is a smart move, even if you never publish the information. Most times going
back to ask permission is difficult especially if the family member can’t be located or has
passed away.

Document the Process
One of the best ways to protect yourself as a producer of family history content and the
family members participating is to try to stick to the facts if you plan on publishing
stories. This can often be difficult since many of the nuances of a story may have
involved exaggeration and “padding” added over time. Document all stories, written and
oral, as to how they were collected, who provided the content, adding the basic “who,
what, where, when” facts which are standard in journalistic reporting.
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When dealing the what might be exaggerated stories, use phrases such as “As it was
told to me or __________ by _________ . . .” or “The story passed down through the
family states . . . “ Also avoid adding your own opinion or view of the story.

Tips on Preserving Stories and Protecting Privacy
There are ways you can still preserve your family’s stories through oral history and still
ensure privacy of those involved in the interviews and the project itself.


Living person means private person. Just as most genealogy database
software will obscure certain facts about a living person when generating a
report, do the same for your oral history project if you contemplate some form of
publication. Avoid using birth and/or marriage information or any points of data
that could be used to steal a living person’s identity.



Have interviewees sign a release form. This option seems like overkill for most
of us as family historians and it probably is. But if you are organizing a large
project such as a collective community memory project where participants share
their memories, you might want to be safe rather than sorry. A sample release
form can be found here which can be customized for your own project. A release
form also acts as insurance especially if you don’t yet know if you will be
publishing or producing a family history that will be available to the public. It is
easier to ask for a release up front than to have to go back and try to get a
release from people, especially older family members who may have passed on.



Ask permission before using photos and recordings. Many of these items
can be covered in a release form above, but make sure you have permission to
duplicate photos and other materials received from family members. Also make
clear how you will attribute the materials and give credit, whether the final project
is published or kept private.



Use special handling for sensitive stories. We all have what many call “black
sheep ancestors” with stories that are intriguing and attractive not just to the
storyteller but the rest of the family as well. So what should you do with stories
that might involve topics such as domestic violence, sexual abuse, criminal
activities and the like? Some historians opt not to share such stories if they
involve living persons. But isn’t the story apt to “get lost” if it isn’t somehow
preserved? One option is to produce the story in various media (digital, audio,
written form) and place with your estate planning papers. Add explicit instructions
as to what should and shouldn’t be done with the information and when it can be
shared and how. This way the story won’t be lost to the ages, nor will it come to
light in a time that could harm living members of the family.
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Ensuring Your Family’s Legacy

While you’ve worked hard to preserve your family’s stories, especially in audio format,
what have you done to ensure that your work is safe and accessible for years to come?
You really should consider safeguarding the various files and data created as part of
any oral history project.

Data Backup Basics
If you have any family history data – documents, scanned photos and audio files – you
will want to make sure you have a backup copy, and preferably stored in more than one
place. Never rely upon just one backup location such as the cloud or an external hard
drive. Stuff happens. Cloud sites go out of business. USB flash drives are lost. Make
sure you have multiple backups.
A smart move is to go for the Data Backup Triple Play:


Out #1 is to download data from a website to your computer hard drive. This
protects you from the website going out of business or being hacked into.



Out #2 is to backup that same data to an external device. This means copy to a
CD/DVD, M-DISC, a USB flash drive or an external hard drive.



Out #3 is to copy the data to at least one cloud computing storage site such as
Box or Dropbox.

Your data stored at Saving Memories Forever is safe and backed up nightly on our
servers. Also, don’t forget that Premium Subscribers of Saving Memories Forever can
download their stories on the Saving Memories Forever website for free! Free
subscribers can purchase the same ability for a three-month period.

Future Proofing Your Data
One area of data backup and technology that is not often discussed is the area of future
proofing data. What exactly does this mean? Future proofing refers to ensuring that
various data formats are accessible in the future.
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Here’s an example: do you remember 3.5” diskettes or the 5.5” floppy diskette version
from the 1980s and 1990s? Perhaps you still have family history data and even audio
files saved to these diskettes. Can you still access that data? Did you copy those files to
your hard drive or to a newer data format for easy access?
Being pro-active in terms of future proofing is staying on top of the latest data storage
technology, including audio file formats, and then copying the data from the soon-to-beoutdated format to a newer and more common format.
Don’t wait until different data storage media and file formats are outdated. If you do,
you’ll have to use third-party services that will convert your data for you, often for a fee.

Keep The Legacy Train Moving Forward
And now after all your hard work and your preparations to protect your data, have you
thought about what will happen to all of it once you’ve left this earth and have become
an ancestor yourself? One of the most troublesome areas right now is this: other family
members don’t understand the value of collected family history research and simply
dispose of it in the trash once a person has died.
Don’t let your work be in vain! Focus on these two areas: passing the family history
torch on to another family member and adding specific instructions in your estate
planning papers about the disposal of your research.

Tips and Tricks for Oral History Preservation
Here is some helpful advice on safeguarding your oral history data and information:


Create multiple backups. The phrase “never put all your eggs in one basket”
applies to data files as well. Even if you have your audio files as part of Saving
Memories Forever, make sure you’ve exported them and saved them in various
places including a cloud data program, a flash drive and a CD/DVD.



Future proof your data. Make sure you are using one of the latest file formats
for audio files and storing the files on accessible media such as DVD or in the
cloud, instead of diskettes.



Transcribe your interviews. Yes this can be time consuming. Yes this is not the
same as hearing a family members voice. But rather than have the interview be
lost forever, take time to transcribe the conversation.



Preserve the legacy chain. Have you made plans for all your hard work and
collected information after you’ve died? Find a family member who is willing to
preserve the information you’ve prepared. Also consider donating items to a local
historical or genealogical society.
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On Being The Family Story Keeper

“Here’s the story, of a lovely lady . . . .” If you are a late Baby Boomer like me, you
remember the words to the theme from the Brady Bunch television show. What you may
not realize is that it is a form of “family storytelling” that serves to introduce the audience
to how that group of two parents and six children came to be.

Technology and Story Keeping
Whether it is a song, a photo, a scrapbook, a tape recording or video, storytelling has
always taken many different forms. Our early ancestors relied upon oral history and
passing the responsibility of keeping family stories to the next generation. Memory was
the sole mechanism for preserving family history.
As technology changed, so did the ways to preserve and share these precious stories.
How many of us are sitting on a treasure trove of old home movies, vacation slides,
perhaps tape recorded interviews? These were the cutting edge technologies used to
preserve and share memories over 50 years ago.
And now the options available are not only amazing but also overwhelming. Do you
video tape an older relative during an interview or is a smartphone app like Saving
Memories Forever less intimidating and easier to use? Once you scan family photos,
what are the best ways to not only share them with other family members, but also
preserve them so they aren’t lost forever?
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Family Storytelling: A Journey of Discovery
I’ve been preserving my own family’s history and stories for more than 20 years, and
preparing this helpful guide led me on a path of evaluating my own family’s stories and
ensuring that they endure for the future generations. Here’s what I’ve found to be true
when it comes to taking on the responsibility of keeping the stories that matter:


Don’t delay. While it can seem overwhelming to record interviews with family
members and also preserve them, don’t put it off for “another day.” And don’t
expect someone else in the family to take on the task. For each day you delay,
you risk losing that family member and their memories. In addition, stories
preserved on media like slides, film and more break down and deteriorate over
time.



Make a plan. Even big projects that seem too difficult to take on are made easier
when viewed as small tasks. Lists are your friend: make a list of “to do” and
“action items as well as a list of existing items needing preservation.



Get help. Yes the duty of story keeping usually falls to one person in a family,
but if you look closely, you’ll notice how they enlist others to help out. Seek out
those with special skills such as writing, converting files, scanning photos, and
more. Set up “work days” when family members meet to accomplish important
tasks. Also, tap into the vibrant community of professionals and vendors who sell
their services and knowledge of family history preservation.



Think long term. When setting your sights on preserving stories and mementos,
think decades in the future, not just years. Make sure digitized items are stored
using the latest technology and employ multiple backups. Keep up with changes
to technology and upgrade before it’s too late.



Pass it on. Preserving your family’s history is more than just work, it can be a
journey of discovery for you as well. Take time to document what you are doing,
your thoughts and feelings – perhaps in a journal or online. Then look to the next
generation of story keepers and make sure they understand the importance of
family history preservation.

The Time Is Now
This is your time to step up and meet the challenge of preserving your family’s legacy.
There has never been a better time for you to do this, given the technology and expert
knowledge available. If you don’t accept the duty of being the family story keeper, who
will? And how will your family be remembered?
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Conclusion

Just as the various methods used to gather and preserve family stories and oral history
have evolved, so too will your approach towards this subject evolve and progress.
You’ve already made a monumental step by recognizing the importance of making sure
your family’s history is preserved for future generations.
If there were a set of “take away” points from this book they would be:


Be committed. Preserving your family’s history in any format takes commitment
and passion. Recognize the value of all elements, including oral history, and
ensure that future generations will become just as excited about family history as
you are now.



Be curious. Go beyond mere sleuthing to dig up the various ways your family
has preserved its memories. Look to new tools to not just keep preserving items,
but make sure you convert those old formats and “future proof” your family
history.



Be creative. The best way to engage other family members, especially those
who may not (yet) share your enthusiasm and passion, is to find new and
exciting ways to share your family history.



Be content. Know that what you are doing by preserving your family’s oral
history is important. Were your family and ancestors world famous? Probably not.
But this doesn’t mean their memories are undeserving of preservation and being
passed down to future generations. Make your ancestors celebrities within your
own family and be content in knowing your role in preserving their legacy.
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Resource List

Use the various resources below to follow-through on your action plan to preserve your
family’s oral history.

Getting Started – A Checklist for Family Oral History Preservation


Digital Oral History Workshop
http://www.baylor.edu/oralhistory/index.php?id=61236



Oral History in the Digital Age
http://ohda.matrix.msu.edu/



Oral History Online – History Matters
http://historymatters.gmu.edu/mse/oral/online.html



Oral History Program – University of Wisconsin, Madison
http://archives.library.wisc.edu/oral-history/links.html



The Oral Historian’s Digital Toolbox
http://storytelling.concordia.ca/oralhistorianstoolbox/

A Review of Oral History Recording Tools


Oral History Preservation – Wikipedia
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Oral_history_preservation



Oral History Resources – Society of American Archivists
http://www2.archivists.org/groups/oral-history-section/oral-history-resources
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Principles and Best Practices – Oral History Association
http://www.oralhistory.org/about/principles-and-practices/



Put Yourself In Their Place – Minnesota Historical Society
http://www.mnhs.org/people/mngg/stories/oralhistory.htm



Step-By-Step Guide to Oral History
http://dohistory.org/on_your_own/toolkit/oralHistory.html

Interviewing Family Members


13 Tips for Oral History Interviewing
http://www.familytreemagazine.com/article/13Tips-for-Oral-History-Interviewing



20 Questions for Interviewing Relatives
http://www.familytreemagazine.com/article/20-questions



Family Folklore: The Interview
http://www.smithsonianeducation.org/migrations/seek2/iview2.html



Fifty Questions for Family History Interviews
http://genealogy.about.com/cs/oralhistory/a/interview.htm



Genealogy - Tips For Interviewing Elderly Relatives
http://lrc7815.hubpages.com/hub/Respect-and-Aging-parents



Get Nosy with Aunt Rosy
http://www.genealogy.com/70_tipsoral.html



How to Create an Oral Family History
http://www.aarp.org/home-family/friends-family/info-07-2013/oral-family-historytree-stories.html



Kim Weitkamp
www.kimweitkamp.com



Sharing Family Traditions and Stories
http://www.pbs.org/americanfamily/gap/sharing.html



Tips for Interviewers – UC Berkeley Regional Oral History Office
http://bancroft.berkeley.edu/ROHO/resources/rohotips.html

Organizing and Producing Your Family’s Story


10 Steps to Writing Your Family History
http://genealogy.about.com/od/writing_family_history/a/write.htm



Create Storyboards
http://digitalstorytelling.coe.uh.edu/page.cfm?id=23&cid=23&sublinkid=37



Google Drive
http://drive.google.com
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How To Write Your Family History
http://www.mediacollege.com/writing/genealogy/family-history.html



Index Card
http://www.indexcardapp.com



Organization Key to Removing Obstacles to Your Family History Writing
http://www.thearmchairgenealogist.com/2013/01/organization-key-to-removingobstacles.html



Organizing Historical and Genealogical Research
http://coloradoreflections.blogspot.com/2013/01/organizing-historical-andgenealogical.html



Sort Your Story
http://www.sortyourstory.com



Storyboard That
http://www.storyboardthat.com/



Time Glider
http://timeglider.com/



TimeToast
http://www.timetoast.com



Writing Your Family History
http://www.thearmchairgenealogist.com/p/ultimate-guide-to-writing-family.html

Incorporating Existing Content


Archival Products
http://www.archival.com



Comparing Methods to Digitize Slides
http://www.andromeda.com/people/ddyer/photo/slide-transfer.html



Creating & Editing Digital Photos
http://genealogy.about.com/cs/digitalphoto/a/digital_photos.htm



Digitize Your Home Movies Before They're Gone Forever
http://www.popularmechanics.com/technology/how-to/tips/digitize-your-homemovies-before-theyre-gone-forever



Family Archives
http://www.familyarchives.com



Flip-Pal Mobile Scanner
http://www.flip-pal.com



Flip-Pal Webinars
http://www.flip-pal.com/learn-more/webinars/
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Gaylord
http://www.gaylord.com



How to Archive Family Keepsakes
http://www.thefamilycurator.com



Larsen Digital
http://larsendigital.com



Practical Archivist
http://www.practicalarchivist.com



Scan Cafe
http://www.scancafe.com

Modern Methods for Oral History Preservation and Sharing


Blogger
http://www.blogger.com



Lulu
http://www.lulu.com



Saving Memories Forever
http://SavingMemoriesForever



Stories To Tell Books
http://www.storiestotellbooks.com/



TreeLines
http://www.treelines.com/gate/



Weebly
http://www.weebly.com



WordPress
http://www.wordpress.com

Privacy Issues, Oral History and Family Stories


Genealogical Privacy
http://www.genealogicalprivacy.org



The (Not So) Private Lives of Our Ancestors
http://www.archives.com/experts/macentee-thomas/private-lives-of-ourancestors.html

Ensuring Your Family’s Legacy


Box
http://www.box.com
Free cloud data program for storing files
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Dropbox
http://www.dropbox.com
Free cloud data program for storing files



Estate Planning for Genealogy Heirlooms
http://www.familytreemagazine.com/article/family-archivist-estate-planning-forheirlooms



Express Scribe Transcription Software
http://www.nch.com.au/scribe/index.html
Download free version to transcribed audio files



How to easily transcribe audio or video recordings into text
http://www.freewaregenius.com/how-to-easily-transcribe-audio-or-videorecordings-into-text/



Is Your Genealogy Future Proofed?
http://www.archives.com/experts/macentee-thomas/is-your-genealogy-futureproofed.html



M-DISC
http://www.mdisc.com



Transcribe
https://transcribe.wreally.com/
Site that helps you transcribe audio files.



What will (really) happen to your genealogy files when you die?
http://genealogysstar.blogspot.com/2013/03/what-will-really-happen-to-your.html
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